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SOLUTION OF THE PsON-STEADY STATE PROBLEM IN

■

NUCLEATION KINETICS
D. KASHCHIEV
Inslilute of Physieal Chemistry. Bulgarian Aeademy of Sciences, Sofia. Didgaria
Received 13 August 1968
An approximate solution of the Zcldovich-Frenkel cquation is obtained. Expressions are
derived for the transient nucleation rate and for the time-lag. The analysis shows that the
phenomena in the critical region play the decisive rolc during the establishmcnt of the
steady State. Finally, the possibility is indicated of comparing the theoretical results with
experimental data.
1. Introduction
A central problcm in the theory of the phase transformations is the derivation of the nuclcation rate. The expression obtained by Volmer and Weber1),
Parkas2), Kaischew and Stranski3), and Becker and Döring4) represents,
however, the steady State nucleation rate. Later Frenkel5) and Zeldovich6)
considered nucleation as a non-steady State process and they arrived at a
partial differential equation describing it. If its solution is known under
defined initial and boundary conditions, subsequently one may easily find
the transient nucleation rate Jk(j) as a funetion of the time t.
Many papers0-12) are devoted to the solution of the Zeldovich-Frenkel
cquation. In most of them, several more or less allowed assumptions and
approximations are made as has been discussed in detail by Lyubov and
Roitburd12). The purpose of the present paper is to obtain an expression
for
>4(0. at the same time avoiding the assumptions which concern the
physieal picture of the process and which were hitherto made during the
solution of the Zeldovich-Frenkel equation.
2. Forniulation of the problem
Let us consider a thermodynamic system containing a constant number
of atoms N, which occupy an invariable volume at a fixed absolute temperature T and a pressure p<ipt. At the moment / = 0, let the pressure become
P>Pt, where is the equilibrium pressure. Then clusters of the daughter
Phase, stable under the new conditions. will begin to form in the system.
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Let Z(a-, /) be thc number of thosc cluslcrs containing a: atoms which exist
in thc mother phasc at timc t. If thc supersaturation s=\n(plpc) remains
invariable during thc proccss, thc distribution funetion Z(.v, t) satisfics, as
is known6), thc Zcldovich-Frcnkcl cquation
dZ{x, t)
dt

d
N ^
N ö
1W
WWox l
ox [_ Zc (x) _

eq. (2.1)

ancl tlie

ancl

F{x, 0) = 0
F{V,t)=l,
F(N, t) = 0.

(2.1)

(2.2)

(3.2)

(x>l),
(3.3)
\

Thc boundary conditions bccomc homogeneous if we write F(x, t) in thc
form
f(x,0 = ^00 + 1^.0.
(3-4)
The time-indcpendcnt funetion

In cq. (2.1), D(x) is thc probability per unit timc of an atom joining to a
clusler of size .v and it is customarily assumed to be proportional to thc
surface arca of thc düster, i.e.
D{x) = axi,
(2.3)
whcrc a is a frequency factor.
The equilibrium size distribution of clustcrs Zc(.v) is obtained by Frcnkel5)
in thc form
Zc (•*) = N, exp ^

boundary conditions (2.2) bccomc

dF{
(fli) = _LirßWZcWa^l.
dt
Zc (x) ox [_
ox J

subject to thc initial and boundary conditions
Z (x, 0) = 0
(,v > 1),
Z(l,/) = Zc(l),
Z(N, /) = 0.
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(2.4)

whcrc /V, is thc number of singlc atoms whcn thc systcm is in equilibrium,
k is thc Boltzmann constant and <4(7(.v) is thc isothermal reversible work
required for thc formation of a cluster of size .v. According to rcf. 13,
AG(x) = AC0 - kTsx + axi,

in which xk is thc size of thc critical cluster, thc so-callcd nucleus.

(2.6)

j!i_r !_<*_
0(A-)Zc(-v)J Jo(0Z.(0

(3.5)

is a solution of thc "steady State" cquation
:[««<'>*-#

=o

.

(3.6)

under thc boundary conditions
^(0=1.

(3-7)

F>m=o.

Taking into account thc last equalities and substituting (3.4) into (3.2), we
get for thc unknown funetion ^(.v, /) thc cquation

(2.5)

in which thc constants a and AG0 arc known.
Finding thc solution Z(.y, /) of (2.1) under conditions (2.2), we can obtain
thc transient nuclcation rate Jk(/) by means of thc expression
O 'Z (.Y. t)'
Ji(0 = -D(xk) Zc(xk)
ox _ Ze (.v) _

w

/•m(-V) = 1 -

' irDWZ.(x)^l
Ze (x) ox [_
ox }

ot

(3.8)

with an initial condition
•H-V, 0) = — FiX (.v)

(.v>l).

(3.9)

ilf{N,t) = 0.

(3.10)

and homogeneous boundary conditions
^(1,0 = 0,
11

Further, following Chakravcrty ), we try a solution of (3.8) in thc form
l) = f (x) v{l).

3. Solution of thc cquation

Substitution of this expression into (3.8) gives

By introducing thc funetion
Z(.v, 0

MO
vtfdt

1

d

fn/ AT /- Nd/(X)1 _
Zc(x)/(x) d.v [_ (a) ,W d.v J

,

i
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whcre X is thc Separation constant. From this we find immediately that

Since A = 0 is not an eigenvaluc of (3.11), the Green function G(x, £) is
determined as14)

v(i) = Ac~",

y4=const.

~ " i (x) "2 (*»)

and/(.Y) is given by the Sturm-Liouville equation
d
[dm z. w
dx

C(x. 0 =

+;. z. w / (A) = o,

whcre
= -D(x) Z,(x) [u, ™ - u2 ^ = const.
/(A0 = 0.

(3.12)

«/'(■v.0= I
(3.13)
n= I
where the constants An must be determined from the initial condition (3.9).
Thus the problcm is to find all the/„(.v), and An. Let us consider thc
equation
d
in which u(x) is unknown. As it may be directly verified, the function
X
—

(3.14)

i
satisfics thc above equation with thc boundary condition !/,(!) = 0 and the
function
N
x
"r
dx
t1 r
dsr
t/2(.v)= 1 "
J £>{x)Z.(.v)J Jo«)Z,«)
satisfics thc same equation with thc boundary condition w2(//) = 0.
1t is known (ref. 14, p. 358) that eq. (3.11) with cq. (3.12) is equivalent
to thc Fredholm homogeneous integral equation of thc sccond kind
s
/(,v) = /J C(.Y,{)Z.({)/(Od{.

(3.16)

(3.18)

Then (3.16) bccomcs

When eq. (3.11) is written in the form (pu)'-qu + Xpv=0 (ref. 14, p. 292),
<7 = 0 and therefore (ref. 14, p. 294), A>0. Furthermore, if/„(.v) and are
respectively the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of (3.11), we can writc the
general solution of (3.8) as1,1)

» (a-) = |

(3.17)

(3.11)

under the boundary conditions
/ (0 = 0.
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/ (*) = : "2 (x)

+

",(x)

".(0 Ze(t)f{t)dt +

"2(0 Ze(«)/(«)d{.

(3.19)

This equation gives us thc possibility of drawing some conclusions about
/(x), but before doing so we must find cxplicitly u, (x) and w2(x). In order to
calcuiatc thc integral (3.14) we shall negicct thc sizc dcpcndcnce (2.3) of
B(x) and wc shall assume according to ref. 6 that
(3.20)

D(x) % axl = Dk.

Since AG(x) from (2.5) has a sharp maximum at x=xk, the Taylor development
(.x-A-.)2

JCW»zlC(x1)+l[i^^j

may be used and thc equilibrium distribution (2.4) bccomcs0)
Zc(x) = Zk exp k-(x - xk)2,

(3.21)

whcre
Zk = Ze (x4),
r 2l
d AG{x)l
zlG(;
2kT
d-v2 i

> 0.

Thcn from (3.14) we find
W=

^
2yJ KDkZk

- x.)] - ^ [x/^(l - .V.)]} ,

(3.22)

whcre ^»(z) is thc error integral

Dcnoting

In case b), <£,^-1, ^=^1 and the funetions i/1(x) and u2(x) becomc

^(z)= i=JeXp(-!:2)dC.
0
s $ [^/k(.y—a*)], we get
=

(3.23)
u1(x) =

"

(3 24)

-

r~r-

(3 25)

-

Ii must bc noted that thc approximation madc [cq. (3.20)] is not a scvcrc
onc, sincc thc dcpcndcncc of D(.v) on size, which is not very strong in itsclf,
is of minor importancc in view of thc sharp maximum of Zc(.v) for x=xk.
Thc properties of thc error integral (3.23) are such that ^>(2) ä 0.995 (rcf. 15),
and therefore we may consider that its r-dcpcndcnce is essential only for
Irl <2. When |z|^2, with a good approximation |f/)(z)|=l. Hcnce for thc
funetion <l>x wc shall have
(— 1
I < x ^ xk — £
\x - xk\ < c
[i
x* + c < x < yv
whcre thc constant c is given by thc relation
es/K = 2.
(3.26)
Two cascs are possible:
a)n/kCvt - 1)^2.
b)/K;(x-k- I)<2.
In case a), taking into account thc behaviour of (/>„ we have </>i = -l
and (f>N= 1. From (3.24) and (3.25) we find for thc funetions (x) and w2(x)
0

1 < x < xk - e

7 {<t>x + 1)
»1(x) = 2slKDkZ
k
s/n
N/ KDkZk
Ii
-</»*)
0

X +E<JC<

"2(x)=

*

11 - 0,
0

N

1 ^ X < Xk + £
xk + c.4,x^N.

Case a) will bc the subject of further considerations.
Thc interval [**-£, xt + £] with a length
^ = 2£

'

(3.28)

has a simple physical meaning: it corrcsponds to the critical region, introdueed by Zeldovich'5), in whieh the dilTcrcncc AG(xk) — AG(x) is less thankT.
From (3.28) we get by means of (3.26)

^

-2kT
V[d^C(x)7d?]7~

= 4

(3.29)

Rcturning to cq. (3.19) and using (3.27), wc find that
(3.30)

/ (x) = 0

for every valuc of x outsidc thc critical region. Within it (jx*—.Yk| <£),/(x)^0
and cq. (3.19) holds. Double difTcrentiation of eq. (3.19) gives
d2/ (x)
d.v'

d».
du
2
dl"" d7'z,W/W +
+

d2»2
d?"

iiiZJ de +

d2U|
dx

Wc may obtain an approximatc solution of this equation by considering
that ui(x) and ii2{x) are linear funetions of x when |x—Then

|x-xt|<£

d2!/,
dx2"

xk + z^x^N
l ^ X < Xfc — £
|x-xt|<£
Xk + £ < X < /V .

I < x < xA + £

\lxDkZk
vfec-"

and procccding in thc same manner wc obtain from (3.15)
jW =
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(3.27)

=

d2H2
^x2 ~ '

and by means of (3.18) and (3.20) thc above equation becomes
^4/W = o.
dx
Dk

(3.31)
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In accordance with (3.30) the boundary conditions of (3.31) will be
/(xk -£) = (),

f(xk + e) = 0,

Since in accordance with (3.14) and (3.27)
(3.32)

i.e. we have "shifted" (3.12) to the ends of the critical region.
The solution of eq. (3.31) with (3.32) is known14). By using (3.26) for the
eigenfunetions/„(.v) and the eigenvalues J.n, we obtain

D (x) Zc (x)

f (x, 0 = ; - f-) (.x - xk) + t A'n sin ^ (x - x* + e) x
2. \n J
n= i
/e
x c\p{~ Yt ii2n2KDki),

\ [i - (k'/tt) ' (x - xj] sin (nnllc) (x - xk + e) dx.
(3.34)
Xk-c
Since, according to (2.6) and (3.1), Jk(i) is given by the relationship
(3.35)

it appears that for its derivation it is enough to know F{x, i) only in one
arbitrarily small neighbourhood [x* — (5, x* + <5] of x* (0<(5<c). By virtuc
of (3.5) and (3.15), Fsi(x) = m2(x) and in this neighbourhood it can bc
considered approximately as a straight line passing through the point
{xk, i) with a slope

['™L-w^r-

(3.37)

in which the constants A'n are given by (3.34). Their derivation does not
present any diflkulty:
l /
4
4
\
A„ = — COS MTT - 1
r-COS »ITT .
nn\
Jn
J
s/n
Substitution of this result in (3.37) gives F(x, t) when |x-xt|^^
'fco-'-Q'c-j»
cos/jn - 1
Ii[

4 ,
xl .
/
x
r-(1 + cos/m) sin — (x - xk + c) x
V/r
J
2e
x exp(- -pö n2n2KDkt)

1

,

.a

Thus when |x-xtK5, we get from (3.33) and the last expression

» = 1,2,3,....

[^,—]

(3.36)

f., (x) = i - (xl^y {x - xk).

From these equalities together with (3.4) and (3.13) we find that, when
<e,
cc
F{x, t) = Fu (.v) + X
sin {nnjlc) (x - xk + e) x
n= I
^ exp(
n2n*kDkt),
(3.33)
where
JTk +C
i r
Fsl (x) sin {nnjlc) (x - xk + e) dx
An = e
*k-'
in view of the initial condition (3.3).
1t must be noted that the precise calculation of the constants /1n from the
last equality runs into mathematical difikulties. However, the considcrations
addueed below allow them to be replaccd by
xk+t
A'n = -

= Ul(N) = -7^-,
J*DkZk'

\.
for flt(x) we shall have (\x-xk\^d)

/„ (x) = sin {iiußc) (x - xk + e),
= Ys n2n2KDk,
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(3.38)

4. Transicnt nuclcation rate
By using (3.35) and (3.26), we find from (3.38) for the transient nuclcation
rate
J

ki') = J*i(^ + 2 L cos(i;ire)cxp(— Y^n27t2KDkt)^

(4.1)

since in accordance with (3.5), (3.35) and (3.36) the steady State rate of
nuclcation J5| is given by the relation
^=

(42)

y/n
Sincc it may be directly verified that
CO
co
X cosQ/itt) exp(-tViVk-D;/) = X! (- 1)" cxp(-
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then (4.1) becomcs
2

MO = 4^+2 I (-l)"cxp(- /i //T)j ,

(4.3)

Substitution of Jk{t) from (4.3) in this equality gives after a formal integration of the infinite series
n2x "

Nk(t) = Jsl

whcrc t, thc timc-lag, is givcn by
t = 4/n2KDk.

in which wc have used10)

Whcn I>t, only the first term contributcs practically lo thc infinite sum.
Using (3.22), we obtain from the last equality
8kT
n2Dk [d2JC(.v)/d.v2l,
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2t

^

cx

p(- "2

(5.2)

co

(4.4)

4

5

Fig. I. Plot of Ji OVJsi versus thc ratio //r.
Fig. 2. Plot of Nk(l)/Jhi versus Ihc ralio //r.
The time dependence of the transient nucleation rate is plotted in fig. I.
It is immediately seen that at the moment /„äSt, Jk(t) reaches 99% of its
steady State value Jsr Consequcntly, we can consider that after the transition
time
4kT
(4 5)
ß, [d'jCW/d.v2],.,,'
we achieve the steady State nucleation rate.
5. Possibilitics for comparison with experiment
Thc relationship (4.3) cannot bc verified by direct experiment. Usually
one observes the time depcndcncc of the total number Nk{l) of nuclei, formed
in the system. 1t is clcar that Nk(t) will bc givcn by thc integral

The dopendencc of Nk{i) on / is shown in fig. 2. Thc asymptote of (5.2) is
thc following straight line
NM = JA'-W*)(5-3)
For
A'a5(/) and Nk(l) arc practically identical. Denoting by (p the
angle between the asymptote and the time axis, and by t0 the /-valuc for
which Nai = 0 (fig. 2), we find from (5.3)
6
= tg (p,
t=
.
(5-4)
n
These expressions give the relation between the theoretically obtained J5„
cq. (4.2), and t, cq. (4.4), and the cxperimcntal quantities tg (p and i0.
6. Discussion

■
(5.1)

The consideration of thc non-steady State nucleation problem in the above
manncr cnablcs some conclusions to bc madc. Thus thc critical region with
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a length 4k, inlroduced by Zeldovich ), has the following physical mcaning:
only within it, in view of (3.1), (3.4), (3.13) and (3.30), does thc non-stcady
State distribution Z(x, t) difTer essentially from the steady State distribution
ZsI(a-). This important fact has allowed us to "shift" thc boundary conditions
(3.12) to the ends of the critical region. As Lyubov and Roitburd12) show,
a similar operation has been tacitly performed in certain papers0"10) without
rigorous justification.
We consider that the relationships (4.3), (5.2) and (5.4) also hold good
when thc nucleation is heterogeneous. In this case, however, it is necessary
to replace Ju and t in them with the steady State rate J* and timc-lag t*
corresponding to the heterogeneous nucleation. Thc derivation of J* and r*
for different cases is discussed by Hirth and Pound17) and by Toschev and
Gülzow18).
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THERMO DYNAMICS OF SURFACE PHASE SYSTEMS *
V. CONTR1BUTION TO THE THERMODYNAMICS
OF THE SOLID-GAS INTERFACE
JAN CHRISTER ERIKSSON**
Physical Sciences Division, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A.
Received 7 July 1968
A thermodynamic fundamental equalion is derived for thc surfacc phase of a solid exposed
to an adsorbing gas. This equalion is more general than the corresponding cquation given
by Gibbs in the sense that it is applicablc with less rcstriction as to the State of strain of
the solid surfacc. An equalion relating the surfacc tension to thc reversible clcavage work
which is similar to the Shuttleworth cquation is shown to bc implied in thc fundamental
equalion deduced. Somc new thcrmodynamic expressions are obtained for thc effeet of
lemFcrature and gas pressure changes on the surfacc tension and on the reversible
clcavage work. Mcasuremenls of adsorbent dimcnsional changes, heats of adsorplion
and surfacc slructure transilions arc discussed on thc basis of thc formalism dcvclopcd.
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1. Introduction
In this serics of papers thc thermodynamics of plane surfacc phase systems
is treated on thc basis of the Gibbs-Verschaffelt-Guggenheim approach
with Special emphasis on problems related to thc usc of two dividing surfaccs
for the definition of a surfacc phase of non-zero thickness. The systems
considcrcd in the previous papers of the scrics-1-4) are in the first place fluid
surfacc phase systems. Using similar theoretical methods, in the present
paper a rather general thermodynamic analysis of thc solid-gas intcrface
is attempted.
Gibbs5) pointed out that the actual surface tension y at a solid-fluid
intcrface can differ from thc excess free energy surfacc density g\x and he
made a distinetion between thc work of stretching the surface that is related
to y and thc work offorming new surface area that is related to
He"
also stated that the ordinary fundamental cquation of the Gibbs-Duhem
kind in thc thermodynamics of fluid surface phase systems which may be
Work supporlcd in part by the Air Force Ofikc of Scicntific Research, Office of
Acrospacc Research. United States Air Forcc, under Contract F 44620-68C-0008.
Permanent address: Institute of Physical Chemistry, University of Gotjienburg,
Goihenburg, Sweden.
The nomcnclature used here is essentially the samc as that of Benson and Yun") and
accor
dingly avoid the confusing usage of the namc "surfacc tension" for </«•.
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